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Against All Odds

Nobody believed in Alexandria Middle Magnet School 
(AMMS).  In Louisiana, local funds compose almost 50% of a 
school’s budget, and for an F-rated school in an 
underprivileged community, excuses were all too common.  
Halfway through the ‘15/’16 school year, first-time principal 
Dennis Stewart inherited an AMMS that was deep in debt. 
The school turnaround that he was about to pursue 
consisted of three core components: strong leadership, a 
firm foundation in Data Team Powered PLCs, and a culture 
that prioritized student wellbeing above all else. Stewart 
relied on the support of turnaround specialists Judith Rozier 
and Kelly Self as well as the accountability and leadership 
provided by ICLE consultant, Dr. Andrea Tottossy.  In only 
three years, and against all odds, this team transformed 
AMMS into a C school.

The cultural change is palpable on campus. Hallways once 
dirty, bare, and overrun with students are illuminated with  
student art, murals, and evidence of the schools dozens of 
extracurricular activities.  In a community in which many 
students do not have basic resources at their disposal, 
AMMS serves as a haven where the WHOLE student is 
appreciated and thrives.  

AMMS SCHOOL PROFILE:

Students: 418
Staff: 35
Free/reduced lunch: 94%

Magnet Programs: 
Law
Robotics
Visual & Performing Arts
Money Management

Partnered with ICLE’s Dr. 
Andrea Tottossy during the 
‘15/’16 school year

Whole-Student 
Focus 

With an emphasis on  
extracurriculars and 

teacher relationships, 
students WANT to be 
in school performing 

well. 

Data Team 
Powered PLCs

Accountable
processes are 

established; groups 
are grade-agnostic 

and meet four times a 
week.

Leadership 
Development
Staff hiring and 

training prioritizes a 
commitment to 

student interests 
above credentials. 



Nurturing Leadership

It is a common saying at ICLE that “culture trumps 
strategy”. Principal Stewart and his leadership team held 
two qualities essential when recruiting staff who would 
help forge the AMMS culture; the first is heart. The second 
is the genuine desire to accept the challenge of 
supporting children at an at-risk school. Teacher 
certification was not required. This culture where students 
are paramount was quickly and clearly defined. By the 
beginning of the first full year, the leadership team was 
tasked with training 17 new teachers to replace those 
who were unwilling to accept necessary change. Fifteen 
of these new teachers were uncredentialed in 2016 and 
have since achieved their credentials. From their first day 
teaching, they have been trained rigorously in the Data 
Team Powered PLCs process with an emphasis on 
professional leadership. 

Assistant Principal Shannon McCue, was worried that she 
was pushing her teachers too hard. She says that ICLE’s 
Dr. Tottossy, “was always the one that said ‘go for it’ and 
‘that’s a good idea.’” In her tenure at AMMS, Ms. McCue 
has improved ELA proficiency from 17% to 66% and she is 
beloved by her peers and by students. Another new 
teacher, Victory Lemons, was awarded 2019 teacher of 
the year.

Stewart is proud of the capacity and passion of his staff: 
“they all could be principals of their own schools,” he 
asserts.  His unexpected medical absence in Fall 2018 was 
testament to that. There was no lapse in leadership: 
“District office would call me and say, “’Stewart, your 
school hasn’t missed a beat. They’re rolling on.’” 

Principal Dennis Stewart, Dr. 
Andrea Tottossy, and Shannon 

McCue



Data Team Powered PLCs 

Having witnessed the success of Data Team Powered 
PLCs in a previous role, Principal Stewart insisted on 
instituting the process with more accountability at AMMS. 
“The data teams process allowed us to  transform the 
way we approach teaching. . . Now, everything we do 
here is data. My mind thinks completely differently, and 
that plays a huge part in successfully bringing up a 
school.” Ms. McCue, stands firmly by the process as well: 
entering an ELA class at AMMS that was 50% proficient, 
she emphasizes, “that just wasn’t good enough.  .  . and 
after year two years of that process I had 80% of my 
students to be proficient”. That one “win” spiked her 
continuing passion for strategizing creative ways to 
improve instruction. 

Since 2015, Rapides School District has exclusively 
supported the “TAP” system for school reform.  According 
to Stewart, this system cannot be wedded to Data Team 
Powered PLCs, to which he attributes a large part of 
AMMS’s progress. Dean of Students, Tiffaney Kelly, came 
to AMMS with TAP but instead leveraged the power of the 
data teams process to drive double-digit growth in Math 
and Science scores - in only two years!  “The key word is 
collaboration,” she states. Teachers are excited to meet 
four times a week to have constructive conversations 
across grade levels, share effective strategies, and 
design creative solutions with their peers.

Despite a lack of state support, Stewart has continued to 
implement Data Team Powered PLCs religiously at AMMS. 
“We had to embed the data teams process in this place. 
We could not just let it drift away.” 

“Learning about the 
data teams process and 
how It would help me 
target my students 
based on what they 
needed for their 
individual growth.  That 
was the exciting piece 
for me - being able to 
not only look at what the 
numbers said but narrow 
down to the individual 
student and determine 
how I could specifically 
teach them what they 
needed.”

-Anita Reed 
7th grade ELA
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Supporting the WHOLE Student

The AMMS community serves as a second family to each student. Stewart and his staff 
often visit hospitalized students after school so that during their sickness or injury they feel 
valued and missed.  Stewart insists that his students deserve the very best.  He has 
successfully advocated for new bleachers, a new school bus, a health center, a graduation 
ceremony, and yearly trips to Washington D.C. and New York City.  Many at-risk middle 
school students in the district have never left the state, and yet AMMS Jaguars have the 
opportunity to board a plane to D.C or NYC. It’s these types of experiences that allow 
students to look past their current circumstances and yearn to achieve. 

Conclusion

A B  rating  is on the horizon for Alexandria Middle Magnet School. And now, everyone 
believes. Even when the School Performance Score dipped in 2017, the community 
recognized that it was a product of more rigorous state standards – SPSs dropped state-
wide, and AMMS took the more-rigorous curriculum in stride. When asked if he would send 
his son to AMMS, Frank Brogan, the U.S. Assistant Secretary of Education for Elementary and 
Secondary Education replied adamantly: “Absolutely.”

“At the end of the day our clientele are the students,” says Stewart, now a two-year 
Principal of The Year.  The success of AMMS ripples throughout the community.  Already, 
Jaguar graduates are showing up to their high schools and establishing the clubs that had 
provided them such community and motivation in middle school.  With its fierce 
commitment to academic, artistic, and social-emotional development, AMMS has and will 
continue to pave more promising futures for its students. 
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